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What happens if we inject HE protons What happens if we inject HE protons 

in a compact magnetized region in a compact magnetized region 







  

 Introduction – leptonic variants
Optically thin synchrotron emission
(e.g. Katz 1994, Sari + 1996, Tavani 1996, 

…,  Beniamini & Piran 2013)

Modifications due to electron 
cooling in KN regime and 

adiabatic cooling
(e.g.  Derishev + 2001, Wang+2009, 

Daigne + 2011)

SSC & continuous
 acceleration of electrons

(Stern & Poutanen 2004)

synchrotron emission &
anisotropic pitch angle 
distribution
(Lloyd & Petrosian 2000)

Jitter radiation
( Medvedev 2000)

Synchrotron emission in 
decaying magnetic fields
(e.g. Pe'er & Zhang 2006)

ICS of synchrotron self-
absorbed emission
(Panaitescu & Kumar 2000)

Photospheric emission
(e.g. Goodman 1986, Thompson 
1994, Beloborodov 2010)

Comptonization of
Quasi-thermal emission
In continuous dissipation 
models
(e.g.Meszaros & Rees 2000, 
Pe'er et al 2006, Giannios 2010, 
2012)





  

 Physical processes in a nutshell

leptonic

hadronic

Courtesy of R.J. Protheroe











  

Results: Spectra

“Band like”

Not GRB-like
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Photon + ν spectra sensitive to the ratio of lp/lp,cr!







  

 Summary

Q:Q: What are the main results?
A:A: Efficient transfer of energy from HE protons (e.g.  Ep>0.1EeV) to γ-rays, neutrinos and 
neutrons  with a minimum of free parameters

      Q:Q: When?
   A:  A:  Whenever the injection proton compactness exceeds a critical value → Whenever the injection proton compactness exceeds a critical value → 
                  e.g. Lk =Lp~1e52erg/s & Γ <250 , Lk =Lp~1e53erg/s & Γ <400 …e.g. Lk =Lp~1e52erg/s & Γ <250 , Lk =Lp~1e53erg/s & Γ <400 …

      Q: Q: With what assumptions?With what assumptions?
   A:  A:  proton acceleration to HE energies & B~1000 -10^6 Gproton acceleration to HE energies & B~1000 -10^6 G

      Q:  Q:  What else?What else?
   A: A:  (1) Time-dependent study of the problem seems promising for γ-ray lightcurves  (1) Time-dependent study of the problem seems promising for γ-ray lightcurves 
                  (2)  Time-integrated gamma-ray and neutrino spectra have to be studied(2)  Time-integrated gamma-ray and neutrino spectra have to be studied
                  (3)  Study the parameter space that leads to Band spectra(3)  Study the parameter space that leads to Band spectra
                  (4) Maybe more free parameters needed for addressing the whole GRB phenomenology(4) Maybe more free parameters needed for addressing the whole GRB phenomenology
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